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My main purpose in this paper1 is to draw attention to some anonymous verse citations in the lexicon of
Hesychius which have (to the best of my knowledge) aroused little or no interest elsewhere. Most of
them, in one way or another, seem to have a Hellenistic tinge – though on this point is it easy to be
deceived, particularly because even the most typical (or most obscure) Hellenistic words had some
precedent in earlier poetry. First, however, I would like to discuss the extent to which certain Hellenistic
poets are represented in Hesychius.
If we may start with Antimachus of Colophon, it is remarkable how prominent he is, with 32 entries
in the Index Fontium of V. J. Matthews’ new edition.2 About Callimachus there can be no doubt:
‘quoquo versum pedem figas, ecce iterum Callimachus’.3 On the other hand M. Schmidt believed that
there were no glosses at all from Apollonius Rhodius, and that view seems to have been generally
accepted. For example, when considering whether to assign Hesych. a 83634 aÎtandron: sÁn aÈto›w
to›w éndrãsin to Call. fr. 7,33 or to Ap. Rh. 3,582 (in both cases king Aietes threatens to burn the Argo
with her crew), Pfeiffer decided in favour of Callimachus – reasonably enough,5 in view of Callimachus’ dominating position among the poets cited by ancient grammarians and lexicographers. But Pfeiffer added (ad loc.) ‘ex Ap. Rh. nullae videntur glossae in Hesychio exstare’. Similarly editors of Ap. Rh.
do not quote Hesychius among ancient witnesses to the text.6
So determined was Schmidt7 to banish Apollonius from the lexicon that he attributed n 677 Latte (=
678 Schmidt) nÒsfin §≈n: xvr‹w Ípãrxvn not to Ap. Rh. 4,14588 (Heracles, though far away, has
helped the Argonauts), but to Iliad 8,490 nÒsfi ne«n, ‘apart from the ships’, even though the comment
would then be nonsensical.9 It would be surprising if Hesychius had paid no attention to so distinguished a poet as Apollonius, who strongly influenced the Dionysiaca of Nonnus, written probably in the
same century as well as the same city as the lexicon of Hesychius. In fact there is strong evidence that
Ap. Rh. does figure in the lexicon; I am glad to hear (per litteras) that Dr Hansen takes this view.
Consider together the two following glosses:
a 4908 éneostas¤h: yãmbow
n 355 neostas¤h: •tero¤vsiw, nevterismÒw, ¶kplhjiw.
Despite Schmidt’s stern warning on the latter, ‘Apoll. Rh. III 76 non spectat’, it is hard to resist the
conclusion that these two entries represent different views of the puzzling Arg. 3,76. n 355 attempts to
explain our old vulgate (given by manuscripts and scholia) KÊprin d¢ neostas¤h lãbe mÊyvn: the final
1 Predicted in ZPE 117, 1997, 49 n. 24. For another possible fragment of Callimachus’ Hecale, see the accompanying
article, Darkness on the Mountains, p. 72.
2 Leiden, 1995.
3 Hesychius ed. Schmidt, vol. V p. CLVIII.
4 References for a–o are from K. Latte, Hesychii Alexandrini Lexicon (vol.1, A–D, 1953; vol. II, E–O, 1966), and for
p–v from M. Schmidt’s Editio Maior (in five volumes, Jena 1858–1868). I understand that Dr Peter Hansen, in his
continuation of Latte’s work, will follow Schmidt’s reference numbers for p–v.
5 Dr Malcolm Campbell agrees, though adding that the entry might stem from a different source, given that aÎtandrow
was more widespread in verse than LSJ suggests: e.g. (not in the accusative singular case) Orac. Sib. 1,187; 3,342 and 405.
6 though Malcolm Campbell (A Commentary on Ap. Rh. Arg. III,1–471, 1994, p. 418) allows that Hesych. a 4908
éneostas¤h: yãmbow (discussed below) is a corrupt testimonium to Ap. Rh. 3,76.
7 IV p. CLV.
8 In my view the most likely source, since the lemma is exact. But both Campbell and Hansen suggest that the entry
may be meant to be a catch-all, covering nÒsfin §Ònta/§Òntow/§Òntew/§Òntvn in Homer (where the nominative singular does
not occur).
9 Hansen describes Schmidt as ‘a very erratic genius whose judgment should never be trusted implicitly’.
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gloss, ¶kplhjiw, ‘dumb amazement’, represents the desired meaning of neostas¤h . . . mÊyvn. But how
can one extract that sense from neostas¤h (a word not attested elsewhere)? The first two glosses
attempt to provide a route: the noun means an ‘alteration’ or ‘change’ to her previous state of speaking –
Aphrodite had been the first to open her mouth (52 ff.) when the three goddesses met, but now she is
struck dumb. a 4908 interprets a different text, KÊprin d' éneostas¤h lãbe mÊyvn. Here the desired
meaning (yãmbow) is stated baldly, without any linguistic justification.10 It is interesting to compare the
explanation of neostas¤h in Hesych. n 355 with that in the Ap. Rh. scholia,11 §n §pistãsei [‘stoppage’]
§g°neto n°vn mÊyvn which is markedly different and perhaps even more unconvincing. 12 While it is
possible that Hesychius (or his source) found the variants neostas¤h/éneostas¤h in a text of Apollonius, it seems more likely that he drew them from discussion in a commentary.13
There may be other traces in Hesychius of an Apollonian commentary differing from (and sometimes fuller than)14 our surviving scholia. s 2102 stufelo‹ pãgoi: ént‹ toË sklhro¤ has been taken to
be an unidentified poetic fragment.15 But I suspect that a commentator has transferred Arg. 2,1248
stufelo›si pãgoisin to the nominative case.16 p 1334 pelio¤: m°lanew ktl. almost certainly represents
a variant (not in our manuscripts or scholia) pelio‹ lÊkoi for polio¤ in Arg. 2,124, as can be seen from
Et. Gen. AB17 polio¤: [quoting Arg. 2,123–124] grãfetai ka‹ pelio¤, purro‹ µ m°lanew.18 An interesting and quite detailed comment comes from k 1856 katoulãda. The lemma’s accusative case19
strongly suggests derivation from Arg. 4,1695 nÁj §fÒbei tÆnper te katoulãda kiklÆskousin:
katoulãda: tØn kat¤llousan ka‹ e‡rgousan. belt¤on d¢ tØn katÒleyron. µ zof≈dh ka‹
sustrofåw ¶xousan én°mvn.
The Hesychian commentator on Ap. Rh. gave two etymologies for katoulãw, preferring the latter,
which is also in our scholia (pp. 325–326 Wendel, ≤ skoteinØ nÁj katoulåw kale›tai parå tÚ
ÙloÒn). The scholiast has an advantage in that he goes on to quote from Sophocles’ Nauplius (fr. 433,
Radt, Pearson) §peÊxomai d¢ nukt‹ t∞i katoulãdi; the Apollonius commentary which lies behind this
Hesychius entry might originally have included the Sophocles quotation.20 Another interesting entry is
k 1531 katacÆxvn: kolakeÊvn, ≤sux∞i tr¤bvn. The first explanation (kolakeÊvn) is far from the
literal meaning of katacÆxv, ‘rub down’ (as Hippolytus with his horses in Eur., Hipp. 110). But it

10 Campbell (n. 6 above) ad loc. is not convinced by attempts to justify éneostas¤h philologically (p. 78, ‘a most
improbable concoction’).
11 C. Wendel, Scholia in Apollonium Rhodium Vetera, Berlin, 1935, p. 219. Nowhere in the ancient sources is there a
hint of the solution favoured by modern editors, which does not require the change of any transmitted letters: KÊprin d'
§neostas¤h lãbe mÊyvn.
12 The -stas- element common to neostas¤h and §p¤stasiw is presumably meant to be significant.
13 Wendel (n. 11 above), p. XVIII, gives the names of three ancient commentators on Apollonius, of whom the most
notable is Theon, son of Artemidorus, who worked on several other Hellenistic poets.
14 with regard to the explanation of individual words. We would not expect to find in Hesychius the long accounts of
myths, with reference to sources and variant versions, which are a feature of the Ap. Rh. scholia.
15 Call. fr. anon. 234 Schneider = Suppl. Hell. 1107. The SH editors compare some lines of Ap. Rh., but not 2,1248.
16 A familiar phenomenon, e.g. s 1589 stãdiow xit≈n, probably from Call., Hecale fr. 43 H. stãdion . . . xit«na, f
109 falio‹ taËroi: leukom°tvpoi, clearly from a comment on Call., Aetia, SH 254,16 = fr. 383,16 Pf. faliÚn taËron,
Suid. k 2679 kÊmatow êkron êvton: ı éfrÒw (Call. used the dative case, Hecale fr. 74,16). Compare n. 22 below. Campbell,
however, noting the instances in Tragedy of both stufelÒw (see his note on Arg. 3,411) and pãgow, wonders whether the
combination may have occurred there (in Ap. Rh. the reference is to Prometheus).
17 teste Wendel (n. 11 above), p. 134.
18 cf. Et. Mag. p. 680,21 Gaisford. pelio›o lÊkoio is a Homeric variant for polio›o (cf. Allen on Iliad 10,334) in which
Et. Gen. (n. 17 above) is also implicated.
19 also in Photius quoted by Radt on Sophocles fr. 433 (Tr. G. F. IV, p. 359).
20 cf. n. 14 above.
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admirably suits the metaphorical use of the verb in Arg. 3,1102 œw fãto, meilix¤oisi katacÆxvn
Ùãroisin (Jason winning over Ariadne).21
Here is a list of further entries in Hesychius which I strongly suspect to come from Apollonius.
They all represent the exact form22 found in the poetic text, and are (at least) uncommon. Except where
noted, there is nothing to correspond in the Ap. Rh. scholia:
a 201 êbromon: . . . sighrÒn, êcofon, from Arg. 4,153, where, by coupling together kvfÒn te ka‹
êbromon, Ap. Rh. no doubt expresses a view on the disputed Iliad 13,41.23
a 4385 énaktor¤h: desposÊnh (1,839).
a 4610 énastÆsein: énãstata poiÆsein, énastat≈sein (1,1349,24 where schol. énãstaton ka‹
¶rhmon poiÆsein).
a 7216 ériÆkoow: poluÆkoow (4,1707, schol. l¤an §pÆkoow).
a 8199 étÊzei: . . . tarãssei, épolÊei, fobe› (1,465).25
b 999 boutÊpow: ı boËn katabãllvn <pel°kei> (2,91 and/or 4,468 where schol. Àw tiw boËn katabãllvn).26
d 1331 diastadÒn: kexvrism°non27 (2,67; 4,942).28
d 1746 diÆlusiw: d¤odow, xvrismÒw, §kdromÆ (4,1573, schol. diej°leusiw, ¶jodow). Hapax legomenon.
d 2180 doma¤ouw: oﬁkÒpeda, yemel¤ouw (1,737).
d 2571 dusÆnemon: dustãraxon, tÚ kakoÁw én°mouw ¶xon (1,593).29
e 4901 §pikridÒn: §p¤lekton 30 (2,302, schol. §pikr¤nantew), hap. leg.
e 5917 §ri«lai: én°mvn sustrofa¤, aÔrai, pnoa¤ (4,1778, schol. aﬂ t«n megãlvn én°mvn kataig¤dew ka‹ sustrofa¤).
e 7139 EÈrum°dvn: ı PerseÊw . . . (4,1513–1514 PerseÊw/EÈrum°dvn).

21 Campbell refers me to Greg. Naz., Carm. 2,2,6,28 (PG 37,1544). The Saint must always be watched (cf. n. 34 below).

I was about to include a 4651 énaud°a: êrrhta, êfvna among the list of anonymous fragments, until I came across Carm.
2,2,7,15 (PG 37,1552), though there énaud°a is accusative singular rather than neuter plural.
22 In principle, words in the lexicon which are taken from a text or from the lemmata in a commentary should represent
the exact form used by the poet. In practice, however, one cannot always insist on this point. As soon as an excerptor lifts his
eyes from the text or commentary, the exact form becomes vulnerable in several ways: a form which could be either
masculine or feminine (e.g. an adjective of two terminations which agreed with a feminine noun) can easily become
masculine in the excerptor’s comment; masculine forms that could also be neuter may attract a comment in the neuter;
oblique cases may gravitate to the nominative, finite verbs to the infinitive. When the entry comes neither from a text nor
from a commentator’s lemma, but from discussion in a commentary, the poet’s form may be transferred to the nominative
(cf. n. 16 above). This may also account for the omission of an intervening word or words (postulated below for Hesych. k
4669 and s 2775); e.g. Suid. k 1953 koloura¤a p°tra represents koloura¤hi <ÍpÚ> p°trhi (Call., Hecale fr. 9,1).
23 Campbell, however, writes ‘It seems to me that we are on shakier ground with entries of the type “x or y”, where x
may account for the form cited, with µ . . . thrown in as an acceptable/familiar alternative.’
24 In fact only cod. G and schol. J have this; other manuscripts and scholia give the unmetrical énstÆsein (Campbell).
25 étÊzei may be the right reading in Nicander, Alex. 193. But the sense of the verb there is hard to understand and not
illumined by any of the glosses in Hesychius.
26 cf. Et. Mag. p. 210,18 s.v. boÊtupow, quoting Arg. 2,91.
27 Perhaps rather kexvrism°nvw (but cf. n. 30 below).
28 Conceivably from Aratus, Phaen. 209. But the only unmistakable gloss from the Phaenomena which I have noticed is
d 2011 d¤xa nuktÒw: tÚ mesonÊktion (from Phaen. 583). That is admittedly odd. Note that Gregory of Nazianzus uses
diastadÒn more than once (e.g. Carm. 1,2,5 (PG 37,643), 9).
29 The fact that dusÆnemon has an explanation in the neuter (tÚ . . . ¶xon) whereas in the text of Ap. Rh. it is attached to
a masculine (aﬁgialÒn) is not suspicious (cf. n. 22 above). But note that Arg. 1,592–593 are described by Vian as ‘alterius
recensionis vestigia’. 592 and the first word of 593 are quoted by Et. Gen. s.v. prot°rvse (E. Miller, Mélanges de Littérature
Grecque, Paris, 1868, p. 255), cf. Et. Mag. p. 691,13.
30 §pil°ktvw Meineke, who himself noted that the correction is not essential (cf. n. 27 above).
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k 1130 katãÛkew: katapnoa¤ (3,1376, schol. sustrofa¤ and kataig¤dew). The only example of the
plural (Campbell).
k 2058 k°kleo: kãleson (1,707).31
l 1486 lvbÆenta: blaberã (3,801).
m 73 maim≈onti: §nerg«w kinoum°nvi (4,1544).
p 710 paratr°pei: parhgore› (3,902).32
p 2317 pinÒen: =uparÒn, pinarÒn (2,301, schol. =erupvm°non).
p 3995 protiÒssetai: proorçtai, prosd°xetai, prosagoreÊei (3,552, schol. prorçtai).
s 1892 stoixhdÒn: katå tãjin, katå stoixe›on (1,1004).33
s 2000 strhn°w: saf°w, ﬁsxurÒn, traxÊ . . . (2,323).
u 142 ÍlakÆ: ÍlagmÒw, boÆ (3,749 and 1040).34
Let us now consider more briefly the representation of some other Hellenistic poets in Hesychius. Latte
wrote (vol. I p. XLII):
Apollonium Rhodium, Lycophronem non adhibuisse videtur, Nicandrum et Euphorionem, quamquam utrumque nominatim affert (v. êllij, yibrÆn),35 tam raro, ut quae apud illos legantur, Callimacho potius utriusque auctori adsignanda videantur.
On Lycophron, Latte seems to have followed the opinion of Schmidt in his Index (vol. V p. 156), ‘Glossae e Lycophronis Alexandra . . . insunt nullae’; having said that, Schmidt went on to list 60 glosses
which he believed to come from Lycophron’s lost tragic sources. A number of these show the exact
form which we find in the Alexandra: e.g. e 2739 §ndatoum°nh (155), h 413 ±mãyune (79), t 720
tefr≈saw (227), f 638 floidoÊmenow (35), x 667 xraismÆsousi(n) (292).36 There seems no good
reason to deny that Hesychius and/or his sources made direct use of the Alexandra, 37 which provides
such rich material for a lexicographer. Evidence for anonymous quotation of Euphorion in Hesychius is
relatively scanty38 but, I think, convincing. Above all p 3268 prÆnije (Suppl. Hell. 418,41, cf. fr. 18 P.),
since there was a lively debate among ancient scholars as to whether Euphorion had used the verb

31 noted by Campbell on Arg. 3,85. See LSJ s.v. k°lomai.
32 I owe this entry and d 3995 protiÒssetai below to Dr Hansen’s draft of Hesych. P.
33 Ap. Rh. seems to me the most likely source, though the form is also found in Aristotle and Theophrastus (see LSJ).

Campbell has doubts, noting related (prose/technical) words in the vicinity.
34 So far in this article I have put forward just over 30 Hesychian entries which may plausibly be referred to Ap. Rh.
One could make further lists, e.g. (a) of forms exactly corresponding with the text of Ap. Rh. but recurring in another writer
known to have been excerpted by Hesychius. This would include e 243 §gkon°ontew (Arg. 2,812 or Greg. Naz., Carm.
2,1,13,192), e 2833 §nduk°w (1,883 [as Et. Gen.: MSS and scholia have the unmetrical §nduk°vw] or Nicander, Ther. 263), e
5836 §riyhl°a: megãlvw yãllousan (the feminine gender would suit Arg. 2,723 as well as Greg. Naz., Carm. 1,1,27,32); in
these cases Ap. Rh. seems at least as likely a source as the alternative. Then again one could list (b) instances where the
correspondence is not exact, but derivation from Ap. Rh. is still worth considering, e.g. a 2989 él¤broxon (Arg. 2,731
él¤broxoi), a 8200 étuzhlÒn (2,1057 étuzhl«i), o 1000 ÙpidnÆ (2,292 Ùpidnotãth), p 1840 per¤pusta (4,213 per¤pustow). Schmidt himself (IV p. CLV) drew attention to e 4281 Schmidt (= 4268 Latte) §paÊroi: épolãboi, metalambãnoi.
This might represent a variant reading in Arg. 2,174 (§paÊrhi LGE: -roi A and seemingly a scholiast (tÊxoi p. 139
Wendel)). Odd bits of miscellaneous information in the lexicon may come from (a commentary on) Ap. Rh., e.g. j 182
Juniãw: ˆnoma l¤mnhw (not very helpful as it stands, but perhaps abbreviated) from 1,67–68 l¤mnhw / Juniãdow. I feel sure
that I have overlooked further entries in Hesychius which could plausibly be connected with the Argonautica, but hope that
the material presented above will suffice to dispel the notion that Hesychius does not contain anything from Apollonius.
35 The references are to y 579, naming Nicander (with regard to Theriaca 35) and a 3141, naming Euphorion (cf. 144
Powell) who is also named in a 5328 (fr. 147 P.). In none of these entries is there a verbatim quotation from the named poet.
36 And Et. Mag. p. 660,6 goes some way to confirming that p 1381 p°mpelon comes from Lycophron 826 (cf. ZPE 115,
1997, 55 n. 5 and 56 n. 14).
37 Dr Hansen tells me that he had formed the same opinion.
38 Of course we possess only a tiny fraction of Euphorion’s extensive poetic output.
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correctly.39 Other entries which reproduce Euphorion’s exact forms are a 1893 a‡yuiai (fr. 130 P.,
probably = SH 429,48), a 8016 étãrmukton (fr. 124), e 7135 eÈrukÒvsa (fr. 112), y 408 y°ssanto (fr.
136), f 719 foital°ow (fr. 93).
With regard to Nicander I find Latte’s comment (above) quite incomprehensible,40 since Schmidt in
his Index Scriptorum in Hesychio Allatorum41 listed 200 glosses from the Theriaca and Alexipharmaca.
Let us consider just two Nicandrean items. l 92 lãyargoi: sk≈lhkew, µ tå juÒmena épÚ t∞w bÊrshw
ÍpÚ t«n érbÆlvn clearly comes from a comment on Theriaca 422–423:
oÂon ˜te pladÒvnta per‹ skÊla ka‹ d°re' ·ppvn
gnamptÒmenai mudÒvsin Íp' érbÆloisi lãyargoi.
The choice of meanings for lãyargoi – either ‘worms’ (sk≈lhkew) or scrapings from leather 42 – is
offered also by our Nicander scholia.43 Another entry which provides a variant reading44 in the text of
Nicander (Alex. 475) may not have been noticed by editors of that poet.45 p 1870 peristaladÒn: peristazÒmenon, perirreÒmenon t«i xÒlvi.46 Our manuscripts of Nicander have peristolãdhn; Bentley
deduced peristalãdhn from the scholia,47 but Hesychius’ peristaladÒn48 seems no less plausible.49
I come now to anonymous and unidentified poetic fragments in Hesychius. Most consist of a single
word. One reason for the neglect of this category is that O. Schneider, in transcribing entries from Hesychius for the Fragmenta Anonyma in vol. I of his Callimachea (Leipzig, 1870), quickly lost interest in
single-word fragments: on Call. fr. anon. 164 §osshtÆr (p. 742) he wrote ‘sed eius modi fragmenta
anonyma, quae una tantum voce constant, postea fere omittam’. In my opinion they should not be
despised, since even single words can suggest a genre, a style or a particular poet. Wilamowitz was
clearly right to note50 h 985 ≤faistÒdapta: pur¤kauta as being tragic. I suspect a similar origin for a
6142 éphiyãlvsen: §jepÊrvsen.51 On the other hand k 3937 krambal¤zousin: kapur¤zousin (‘live
39 See Collecting Fragments, ed. Glenn W. Most (Aporemata 1, Göttingen, 1997), p. 120. But Dr Hansen points out that
prÆnijen occurs in Greg. Naz. Carm. 2,1,13,54 (PG 37,1231); cf. n. 21 above.
40 It is true that the subject of ‘adhibuisse videtur’ in Latte is Diogenianus, not Hesychius. But I can find no indication
that Latte meant ‘Diogenianus had few entries from Nicander <but Hesychius took a very large number from elsewhere>.’
Many of the entries which Schmidt ascribed to Nicander are marked with a marginal ‘D’ (= Diogenianus) by Latte, e.g. e
1579 §k palax∞w, where Latte himself adds ‘(Nic. Ther. 449?)’. To take up Latte’s point about preferring to ascribe entries
to Callimachus rather than Nicander, that might apply to a very small number of those in Schmidt’s Index: a 7806 éstag°w,
to Hecale fr. 124 H. rather than Ther. 307; o 1283 ÙroitÊpow to SH 276,6 rather than Ther. 5; u 613 Ípodrãj to Hecale fr.
72,1 rather than Ther. 457.
41 Schmidt vol. V, pp. 158–159 (on Nicander).
42 A. S. F. Gow in CQ 45 = NS 1, 1951, 103 judges ‘bits of leather’ to be the more plausible meaning.
43 pp. 176–177 ed. A. Crugnola, 1971. In this instance at least the relationship between the Hesychian comment and the
surviving Nicandrean scholia is much closer than we found to be the case in entries referring to Ap. Rh. (discussed above).
44 On which topic, could e 7395 §f' ßrgmasin: ¶rgoiw be a variant for §p' ¶rgmasin in Theocritus 16,14? The aspirated
form (guaranteed for Hesychius by alphabetical order) is adopted by some editors in Pindar, Nem. 4,6 and 84, but I have not
found any discussion (ßrgma = ‘fence’ is connected with e·rgv). A Pindaric form might be considered appropriate in the
Pindarizing Theocritus 16.
45 though Schmidt (ad loc. and in his Index s.v. Nicander) mentions Alex. 475.
46 Hesychius’ comment perirreÒmenon (‘dripping all over’) t«i xÒlvi might suggest the existence of an incorrect

variant in Alex. 474 xÒlow (for the correct xlÒow) ¶drame gu¤oiw. Note skÒtvsiw xol≈dhw, ﬁkter≈dhw (words which must
refer to 474–475) in the schol. to 473 h (p. 166 ed. M. Geymonat, 1974).
47 which include the words katå stalagmÒn and katastãzousai.
48 Hansen confirms that the MS has peristãradon (sic).
49 To end this section with one or two less prominent Hellenistic poets, l 1108 lirã: énaidÆ would (as Schmidt and
Latte agree) well suit Alexander of Aetolia fr. 3,30 Powell lirå noeËsa gunÆ. That being so, a 4871 én°loio: lãboiw might
come from the nearby fr. 3,25. dendal¤daw is the exact form found in Eratosthenes fr. 10,2 Powell. And could e 2047
§lÆisato be §lh˝sato, from Parthenius (SH 624)?
50 In the margin of his copy of Hesychius (teste Latte).
51 LSJ recognize épaiyalÒv only as a falsa lectio in Theophrastus.
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riotously’, ‘revel’ LSJ) 52 to me conveys a strong flavour of Hipponax; the sense, the metrical shape
(suitable to end a choliamb) and the -¤zv termination5 3 all point in this direction.54 And Latte
reasonably appended ‘poetae Alexandrini’ to e 2734 §ndãpion: §gx≈rion.55
Pfeiffer included some of Schneider’s Fragmenta Anonyma from Hesychius among the Fragmenta
Incerti Auctoris (764–777) in his Callimachus, vol. I (Oxford, 1949), and others, omitted by Pfeiffer,
appear in Supplementum Hellenisticum (1983) in the section entitled Frustula Adespota ex Auctoribus
(1063–1127). Neither Pfeiffer nor the SH editors added to these sections any anonymous fragments of
Hesychius which had been omitted by Schneider.56 So omission by Schneider has generally meant
oblivion for these tiny anonymous verse-fragments from Hesychius, unless they happen to coincide with
a newly-published papyrus. In my list below57 I have not included any which appear in Schneider, since
these already have sufficient prominence:
a 1413 ées¤maina: ≤ to›w pneÊmasi t«n én°mvn mainom°nh. yalãsshw d¢ tÚ §p¤yeton. So
perhaps ées¤maina yãlassa, with A metri gratia. This compound (and èliÆmayon below) may seem
too extravagant for the style of Callimachus. 58
a 3004 èliÆmayon: parå tÚn ëla ka‹ tØn êmayon. E.g. èliÆmayon <éktÆn>. Or the epithet could
have been attached to a place-name.
a 3312 élustãzousa: élÊousa. The same lemma and explanation in Et. Mag. p. 71,54. This
might conceivably once have been a variant in Call., hymn 4,212.
a 3768 émpãzontai: énapaÊontai. A spondaic hexameter ending? Et. Mag. p. 86,8 explains the
same lemma with énabãllontai.
a 4452 énamfÆriston: énamf¤bolon. émfÆristow occurs twice in Homer (Il. 23,382 and 527) and
became popular in Hellenistic poetry (see MacLennan on Call., hymn 1,5).
a 5056 énÆlusin: ênodon. Compare diÆlusiw, likewise unique, in Ap. Rh. 4,1573 (see Livrea at
loc.)59 and §pÆlusin in Callimachus, Hecale fr. 132,1 H.
a 5073 énhpel¤h: ésy°neia. From the same stable as eÈhpel¤a (see Hopkinson on Call., hymn
6,135) and kakhpel¤h (Nicander, Ther. 319). The parent was Ùlighpel¤h (Od. 5,468).
a 6064 épestÊw: épox≈rhsiw. Nouns in -tÊw, not so rare in Homer, are particularly associated with
Antimachus of Colophon (see Matthews on fr. 54 = 48 Wyss, which included pvrhtÊw), Callimachus
(e.g. fr. 10 Pf. mastÊow éll' ˜t' ¶kamnon élhtÊi) and Eratosthenes (fr. 31 éntimaxhtÊw may be a joke
at the Colophonian’s expense, SH 397,ii,2 graptËw). Among nouns of this termination in Hesychius,
which might come from lost Hellenistic poetry, I have noted also épodastÊw, dvmhtÊw, ÙrghtÊw,
pothtÊw, frastÊw, xaleptÊw. See below on deipnhstÊw and leimvniåw ~êrktow (perhaps read
értÊw).60

52 I do not understand the alternative explanation katase¤ousin (possibly corrupt?).
53 Compare Hipponax fr. 19,2 and 104,12 West éskar¤zonta, fr. 102,8 pu]ktal¤zousi.
54 Dr Martin West suggests to me that the author alternatively might be a Hellenistic iambographer writing in the

tradition of Hipponax; thus in Callimachus’ Fourth Iambus we find tinyur¤zousai and kvtil¤zousi (fr. 194,62 and 81).
55 See Campbell on Moschus, Europa 11 (not mentioning the Hesychius entry). Restoration of this adjective in
Euphorion, SH 418,37 is very plausible.
56 SH 1067 was mentioned by Schneider on fr. anon. 143, while SH 1070 = fr. anon. 147 and SH 1076 = fr. anon. 158.
57 All these items would fit hexameter or elegiac verse, though some could alternatively belong to other metres.
58 though he was capable of fukio¤kvi (fr. 194,67). We find a liking for elaborate compounds in e.g. the Alexandra of
Lycophron, the Ara of Dosiadas (Powell, Coll. Alex. p. 175), or in the papyrus list of compound epithets, SH 991, which
may have been written during Callimachus’ lifetime (we cannot tell how many of the entries come from recent poetry).
59 whence, in my opinion, Hesych. d 1746 (see above).
60 For a full list (too full, since some items should be removed) of Hesychian nouns in -tÊw, see Buck and Petersen, A
Reverse Index of Greek Nouns and Adjectives, pp. 609–610.
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a 7087 ÉArdal¤dew: aﬂ MoËsai. The Muses were honoured under this title at Troezen; Ardalus was
a son of Hephaestus (Pausanias 2,31,3). For rare local designations of the Muses in Hellenistic poetry cf.
e.g. Euphorion, SH 416,2 paryenika‹ Leibhyr¤dew (with note on SH 988,1).
a 7396 èrpedÒen: ımalÒn. Hesychius also has a 7397 èrpedÒessa: ﬁsÒpedow, ımalÆ, the exact
form found in Antimachus fr. 5 Matthews, Wyss. This entry might belong to Antimachus himself or to
an imitator; the same could apply to s 1503 spidÒen (see below). Adjectives in -Òeiw (or -Æeiw) are
much favoured by Hellenistic poets in general and Nicander in particular.
a 8625 éfecãlou: êneu spind∞row lamproË. In the anonymous riddle on the oyster, we find
éf°calow (SH 983,6) with the attached explanation (SH 984,30–31) f°calo¤61 eﬁsin oﬂ sÁn megãlvi
≥xvi énaferÒmenoi spiny∞rew.
a 8709 éfnÊei, éfnÊnei: Ùlb¤zei. The active is not attested elsewhere. These alternative forms
could have been variants in the same text, as in Callimachus, Hecale fr. 48,3 where the papyrus has
éfnÊontai, but one manuscript of Suid. offers éfnÊnontai. Antimachus liked verbs with this termination (see Matthews on fr. 148 = fr. 112 Wyss); for another prize specimen cf. o 846 ÙmfÊnein (discussed
below).
g 344 genet∞ri: patr¤. It is surprising that the earliest poetic occurrence of genetÆr (enormously
common in Nonnus) may be in the ‘Telephi Epyllium’ Powell, Coll. Alex. p.76, line 10), of unknown
date and authorship. There must have been (other) Hellenistic instances, and this entry may point to one.
d 395 dedmÆatai: kratoËntai. With e.g. peoples or cities as subject?
d 522 deipnÆenta: deipnofÒra, eÔ dunãmena tr°fein ≤mçw and
d 523 deipnhstÊn: tØn toË de¤pnou Àran. The combination of these exquisite forms (by contrast
de¤pnhstow is Homeric, Od. 17,170) with this subject matter makes me think of a parodist who wrote on
gastronomy, e.g. Archestratus (SH 132–192).
d 1742 dihlas¤hn: d¤odon. Unique.
d 2570 dushbÒlon: dusãnthton. Akin to (but clearly not identical with) Call., SH 257,29 dushbol¤oio trãgou (the editors note this Hesychius entry). Perhaps from a different piece of Callimachus.
d 2580 dusyer°aw: dusalyÆtouw. Not attested elsewhere; the word has a Nicandrean ring.
d 2661 dÊsstakton: kakodãkruton. Unique – this might come from Tragedy.
e 5376 §pifãtniow: ı •vsfÒrow éstÆr (perhaps therefore a hexameter ending §pifãtniow éstÆr).
Very much in the spirit of the Alexandrian Museum. In Iliad 11,162 oÎliow éstÆr was (and is) generally read. But both Callimachus (fr. 177 = SH 259,5–6) and Apollonius (4,1629–1630) took up the variant
aÎliow, ‘the star that brings animals to their steadings’. §pifãtniow is clearly a variation of the variant.
But I do not understand why Hesychius should refer to Eous rather than Hesperus, even allowing for the
poetic cliché that they were one and the same.
e 5915 §ri≈dunon: megal≈dunon. Otherwise only in the astrological poet Maximus (161).62
e 6850 eÈÆreaw ·ppouw: eÈag≈gouw, ka‹ eÔ ≤rmosm°nouw. In the Odyssey this epithet is always
applied to oars.
e 7217 §#str°ptoisin63 ﬂmçsi: seira›w dermat¤naiw. Taken by Latte (and apparently Schmidt) to
be a variant reading for Od. 2,426 §#str°ptoisi boeËsin. But this seems just as likely to be something
different.
h 380 ±lkãzonto: ±mÊnonto.
k 217 ka‹ §n da˝: ka‹ §n t∞i mãxhi. Homer has §n da˝ several times, but never preceded by ka¤. So
this seems to be an unidentified fragment, probably standing after the feminine caesura, with correption
of ka¤.
61 The noun is not so rare; the SH editors note this Hesychius entry.
62 The exact form, but Maximus (whatever his date) does not seem a very likely source for Hesychius: ‘antiquiorem

igitur epicum imitatus est Maximus’ (Schmidt on his e 5933).
63 or perhaps eÈ- (if the entry is not from Od. 2,426).
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k 2752 KinÊfion: tÚn ÉAnta›on, épÚ KinÊfou toË potamoË. This Libyan river, more often called
K›nuc (Herodotus 4,175 etc.) enters the sea east of Leptis Magna. It is first mentioned in poetry by
Callimachus (fr. 384,24, from the Victory of Sosibius), who probably uses it there to denote the western
boundary of Ptolemaic power. Callimachus must be a strong candidate for the authorship of this fragment too, since he was much interested in the geography, antiquities and mythology of Libya, as of his
native Cyrene.64 Antaeus appears first in Pindar (Isthm. 4,52ff.). There is a faint possibility that Callimachus mentioned Antaeus in connexion with Heracles’ title Pala¤mvn,65 which some derived from
his wrestling with Antaeus.66 If it was Callimachus who called Antaeus ‘Cinyphian’, he would be the
likely source of ‘Cinyphius’ in Latin poetry67 (first in Virgil, Georgics 3,312).
k 4654 Kuprogen°ow propÒlon: proagvgÒn. Although prÒpolow can refer straightforwardly to the
attendant or temple-servant of a deity, the gloss proagvgÒn, ‘procurer’, suggests that the reference is to
someone or something (e.g. an old nurse, wine, lamplight) which promoted and procured love. Kuprogen°ow could reasonably be scanned as a choriamb (otherwise emend to KuprogenoËw) by analogy with
Kuprogen°a in Hesiod, Theogony 199.
k 4669 Kurhna›oi l¤bew: [the explanation has fallen out]. Concerning the south-west wind l¤c (=
Africus), see Gow on Theocritus 9,11. Latte was worried by use of the plural, but unnecessarily (cf.
Euphorion, SH 415,i,23 ˜te L¤bew aﬁyÊssvntai). Schmidt (his k 4668) apparently takes the phrase68 to
be iambic (with Kubr -); it could also be dactylic (with Kubr - or KUr-). I might wonder about a pentameter arranged _<u> Kurhna›oi _uu_u l¤bew.
l 528 leimvniåw ~êrktow: nÊmfai, §peidØ aﬂ nÊmfai §n to›w leim«sin. In place of the corrupt
êrktow,69 we need something that could sensibly have elicited this comment. Perhaps a collective noun,
or at least a word which might stand in apposition to nÊmfai. I wonder whether the required noun (not
too far from the transmitted text) may be preserved elsewhere in Hesychius, at a 7544 értÊw.70 That
very rare word basically means ‘a harmonious coming together’; 71 leimvniåw értÊw, ‘concord in the
meadows’, could perhaps function as a phrase in apposition to nÊmfai, rather as ‘felix concordia’ in
Ovid, Met. 8,303 ‘cum Pirithoo, felix concordia, Theseus’.
l 1532 l«far: l≈fhma. Not otherwise attested. The termination might be influenced by m∞xar (in
the sense of a remedy for troubles). Antimachus of Colophon comes to mind.
m 268 margh°ntvn: luss≈ntvn. Not elsewhere. Conceivably of horses (as Call. fr. 195,27
marg«ntaw ·ppouw)?
n 354 neostef°ow: neokrãtou (‘newly mixed’). If the comment is not misplaced, it will refer to
wine (LSJ compare the use of §pistefÆw). E.g. <o‡noio> neostef°ow, or even (by analogy with Nicander, Ther. 591 palaistag°ow o‡noio) a hexameter ending neostef°ow <o‡noio>, preserving the effect of
the digamma.
o 783 ımorbe›n: ékolouye›n, ıdoipore›n. This form with initial omicron might represent a (vain)
scholarly attempt to distinguish between poetic words in émorb-, all of which are normally spelled with
initial alpha. Sometimes the dominant meaning is to ‘travel’ or ‘accompany’, sometimes to ‘serve’ or

64 See the material collected by Pfeiffer on his fr. 602.
65 cf. Hesych. p 131 Pala¤mvn: ı ÑHrakl∞w.
66 See Pfeiffer on Call. fr. 787, and compare Pindar, Isthm. 4,53 prospala¤svn.
67 I am sometimes surprised that commentators on Latin poetry are not more interested in discovering Greek
antecedents for such learned epithets, confining their search to Latin authors.
68 ascribed to ‘incertus scenicus’.
69 The Bears of Brauronian Artemis will not help us here.
70 There explained with sÊntajiw.
71 Hesych. a 7539 értÊn: fil¤an ka‹ sÊmbasin may refer to Callimachus, frs. 80 + 82,19 ér[tÁn pisto]t°rhn ¶tamew
(see Pfeiffer’s Addenda et Corrigenda in vol. II, p. 113).
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‘attend to’ (particularly of people who look after animals). See my note on Call., Hecale fr. 76 émorbeÊesken (which Et. Gen. glosses with sunvidoipÒrei).
o 846 ÙmfÊnein: aÎjein, semnÊnein, §ntimÒteron poie›n. Verbs in -Ênv were liked by Antimachus
of Colophon,72 and this one would suit the ‘vis et gravitas et minime vulgare eloquendi genus’ which
Quintilian (10,1,53) saw in Antimachus. It is interesting to compare ancient Latin explanations of the
religious word ‘adolere’, which include ‘augere’, ‘honorare’, and ‘numen auctius facere’.73
p 158 palax∞yen: §k geneçw, §k palaioË.74 In p 157 Hesychius explains palaxÆ with érxÆ, l∞jiw
(‘lot’), mo›ra, geneã, while §k palax∞w (Nicander, Theriaca 449) is glossed §j érx∞w both by the scholiast ad loc. and by Hesychius e 1579. LSJ translate palaxÆ as ‘anything acquired by lot’, connecting
the noun with palãssv.75 The form palax∞yen strongly suggests Hellenistic poetry; perhaps one
should allow for the possibility of <§k> palax∞yen, or <§k> . . . palax∞yen, by analogy with Call.,
Hecale fr.35,1 §k . . . sipÊhyen.
p 1304 PeleyrÒniow: ı Xe¤rvn, épÚ toË Peleyron¤ou, §n œi §trãfh: oﬂ d¢ polufãrmakow.76 It
appears that, in a lost piece of poetry, Cheiron had been so described; this may have been the source for
Latin poets’ adoption of the epithet ‘Pelethronius’, first in Virgil, Georgics 3,115).77 Compare the case
of k 2752 KinÊfion, discussed above.
s 240 sarvn¤dew: p°trai, µ aﬂ diå palaiÒthta kexhnu›ai drÊew. The second explanation would
fit Callimachus, hymn 1,22 and Aetia, SH 276,10 and Parthenius, SH 646,4. G. McLennan78 sees a
connexion between the two interpretations in the hollowness (kexhnu›ai)79 of the rocks as well as the
old oak trees. I suspect, however, that two totally different items have been conflated, and that, in the
first explanation, sarvn¤dew is not a word meaning ‘rocks’ but the name of particular rocks from which
Saron (according to some, a king of Troezen) jumped, or fell, to his death in the Saronic Sea.80 These
Sarvn¤dew p°trai would be a counterpart to the Skirvn¤dew p°trai81 from which Sciron’s victims
(and eventually Sciron himself) were hurled into the sea. Although no other authority mentions
72 See above on a 8709 éfnÊei, éfnÊnei.
73 See the texts quoted in the Latin Dictionary of Lewis and Short.
74 §k palaioË looks like a childish attempt to connect the pal- element in the two words.
75 Presumably also with pãllv (in the sense of shaking lots in a container) and pãlow. For palaxÆ/palãssv, Martin

West (per litteras) compared taraxÆ/tarãssv. The link with érxÆ and geneã may be that characteristics are assigned, as if
by lot, from the moment of birth (§k geneçw). Suid. has an entry p 52 Adler palãmhi: t∞i érx∞i immediately after
Palat›noi. We should surely emend to palax∞i, restoring both sense and alphabetical order.
76 As for the second explanation, perverse ingenuity may have tried to connect PeleyrÒniow with yrÒna and perhaps
poluyrÒniow/polÊyronow. It is not clear to me whether (a) in some poetic text poluyrÒniow was a variant for PeleyrÒniow
as an adjective applied to Cheiron, or (b) the name Pelethronium is being explained as due to the abundance of yrÒna in the
neighbourhood, or (c) an originally unconnected entry on poluyrÒniow or polÊyronow (for the latter, see ZPE 95, 1993, 45)
has been conflated with one on PeleyrÒniow. Immediately above, Hesychius has p 1303 PeleyrÒnion: polufãrmakon.
Could that originally have been polÊyronon: polufãrmakon, exactly as in Suid. p 1967 Adler = Callimachus, Hecale fr. 2
H.? Of course that would involve postulating considerable dislocation of Hesychius’ alphabetical order. Perhaps one should
delete oﬂ d¢ polufãrmakow at the end of p 1304, ascribing it to influence from p 1303.
77 In this case there was an alternative Greek model available in Nicander (Ther. 440 and 505, where the epithet is
applied to b∞ssan and nãpow respectively). No Latin poet applies ‘Pelethronius’ to Cheiron, but in Priapea 68,15 we find
‘Pelethroniam . . . citharam’ of his lyre. Richard Thomas (on Virgil, Georgics 3,115) erred in saying that Pelethronium ‘was
mentioned by Callimachus (ap. Strabo 7,299)’, since it is clear that Callimachus is being criticized only for Calypso’s isle
(see fr. 13 Pf.), ‘others’ for Pelethronium.
78 commenting on Call., hymn 1,22.
79 kexhnu›ai points to an attempted etymology, connecting sarvn¤w with sa¤rv (A) in LSJ, which may be used of a
‘gaping’ wound or even a metrical hiatus.
80 Sometimes called the Sarvn‹w l¤mnh and properly to be distinguished from the Saronic Gulf (pÒntow or kÒlpow
SarvnikÒw). See W. S. Barrett on Euripides, Hippolytus 148–150 and 1198–1200, with a map on p. 383 of his Oxford, 1964
edition.
81 e.g. Eur., Hipp. 979–980, Apollodorus, Epit. 1,2.
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Sarvn¤dew p°trai unambiguously, there is reason to connect them with the poet Euphorion of Chalcis
(fr. 172 Powell). The two sources citing Euphorion are obviously related, but differ in some details:
(a) Schol. Dion. Per. 420 ka‹ taÊthn tØn Koriny¤an [sc. yãlassan] Sarvn¤da kaloËsin, …w m¢n
EÈfor¤vn fhs¤n, §peidØ Sãrvn tiw kunhgÚw §pidi≈kvn <sËn> §ke›yen katekrhmn¤syh eﬁw yãlassan.
(b) Et. Mag. p. 708,52 Sarvn¤w: EÈfor¤vn fhs¤n, §peidØ Sãrvn tiw kunhgÚw §pidi≈kvn <sËn>
§ke›yen katekrhmn¤syh eﬁw yãlassan, diå toËto SarvnikÚn §klÆyh tÚ pelagÒw.
Both accounts include the words §ke›yen katekrhmn¤syh. In (a) there is nothing for this phrase to
refer to.82 In (b) §ke›yen apparently refers to Sarvn¤w, which should therefore be the name, not of the
sea, but of the rocky place (understand p°tra ?) from which (according to Euphorion) Saron fell. This
takes us most of the way towards the Sarvn¤dew p°trai. So Euphorion may have had a double aetion,
of the rocks as well as the sea.83 Besides sharing the widespread Hellenistic taste for obscure local
mythology, Euphorion specialized in curse poems, for which fatal falls from rocks were apt material.84
s 1503 spidÒen: m°lan, platÊ, skoteinÒn, puknÒn, m°ga.85 This unique epithet starts from controversy over whether to read diå spid°ow or di' éspid°ow ped¤oio in Iliad 11,754. Taking the former
view, Antimachus (fr. 149 Matthews = 114 Wyss) created an adverb spidÒyen = makrÒyen. Here we
see an unknown poet86 forming an adjective with a favourite Hellenistic termination.
s 2775 Sur¤hi §n‹ ga¤hi: t∞i per‹ PÒnton. This represents Musurus’ entirely convincing emendation.87 ‘In Greek ethnography there were . . . Leukosyroi, Syroi or Assyrioi in northern Asia Minor, who
lived in Pontos . . . Sinope was one of their towns, and their territory extended along the coastlands of
the Euxine at least as far eastwards as the mouth of the Thermodon.’88 In mythology this area was associated particularly with Amazons, Argonauts and the nymph Sinope (Ap. Rh. 2,946ff.). A hexameter
ending Sur¤hi §n‹ ga¤hi would be metrically infelicitous in Callimachean terms.89 But not all poets are
Callimachus; one might also think of Sur¤hi §n‹ <_uu> ga¤hi. E.g. it could be said that Zeus settled
Sinope there, Sur¤hi §n‹ <nãssato> ga¤hi.90

82 This point has worried some; e.g. van Groningen in his Amsterdam, 1977, edition of Euphorion (p. 225, n. 1, on his

fr. 170) wrote ‘c’est à dire épÚ Kor¤nyou?’.
83 For competitive etymologies of the Saronic Gulf (or the Saronic Sea) in Hellenistic poetry, see ZPE 95, 1993, 50–51.
Pausanias (2,30,7) has a rather different version of Saron’s drowning (appropriate to the actual nature of the Sarvn‹w l¤mnh
as a shallow lagoon) in which he does not fall from cliffs; Saron had earlier founded a cult of Artemis, who was called
Sarvn¤w after him.
84 Thus fr. 9,4 Powell (Herse), fr. 9,7 (Sciron), SH 415,14 (Apriate).
85 Schmidt suspected that m°lan and skoteinÒn were meant to apply to skiÒen.
86 conceivably Antimachus himself.
87 for the manuscript’s sur¤h: §nhga¤h th. In fact Musurus produced §n‹ ga¤h t∞i, ‘adding just one subscript and
forgetting completely to alter the punctuation’ (Hansen). The entry may have escaped attention from collectors of verse
fragments because Schmidt in his Editio Maior (vol. IV, 1862, p. 110) condemned the emendation (‘nulla geographiae
ratione habita’); he seems to have changed his mind quickly, since Sur¤hi §n‹ ga¤hi appears in his 1868 Index under the
heading Epici Incerti, and is also printed in the 1867 Editio Minor. There was nothing wrong with Musurus’ geography,
though this entry in Hesychius has clearly been conflated with another, perhaps after the second lemma fell out – thus Dr
Hansen who suggests that the text originally read as follows:
Sur¤hi §n‹ ga¤hi: t∞i per‹ PÒnton (epic. adesp.).
<Sur¤h>: ≤ nËn legom°nh SËrow n∞sow: ¶sti d¢ t«n Kuklãdvn (Od. 15,403).
This would mean that the alphabetical arrangement was not entirely correct, but there are countless cases where two adjoining glosses are the wrong way round (Hansen).
88 I quote George Huxley (not speaking of Hesychius) in GRBS 12, 1971, 211.
89 with word-break after the princeps of both the fourth and the fifth foot. See M. L. West, Greek Metre, Oxford, 1982,
p.155.
90 Cf. Ap. Rh. 2,946–947 ¶nya Sin≈phn / yugat°r' ÉAsvpo›o kay¤ssato, and, for <nãssato>, 4,567 ¶nya Poseidãvn
ÉAsvp¤da nãssato koÊrhn.
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u 176 Ímedap«n: toË Ímet°rou §dãfouw. Formed by analogy with the better established ≤medapÒw,
just as éllodapÒw calls forth the later and rarer §ndãpiow. Greg. Naz. Carm. 2,2,7 (PG 37,1573) 290
has Ímedapo›si.
u 618 Ípodras¤h: Ípoc¤a. Unique.
v 66 »dus¤h, dusiw: ÙrgÆ, m°mciw. Connected with ÙdÊssomai.91
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91 Parts of this paper were aired at a seminar in All Souls College, Oxford, in May 1997. I am grateful to Dr Jane
Lightfoot, who organized the seminar, and to the audience on that occasion. Also to Dr Martin West for individual
observations, and to Drs Malcolm Campbell and Peter Hansen, who read a complete draft and commented particularly on
Hesychius and Apollonius Rhodius. We must hope that Dr Hansen will be enabled to complete his work on those parts of
Hesychius not covered by Latte.

